HEARING OFFICER, CAREER SERVICE BOARD
CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, COLORADO
Appeal No. 09-12

DECISION REVERSING AGENCY ACTIONS IN FORCING APPELLANT TO UNDERGO
FITNESS FOR DUTY EXAMINATION AND IN REMOVING HER FROM PAY/DUTY STATUS

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF:
CATHERINE MARTINEZ, Appellant,
vs.

DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY, DENVER SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT,
and the City and County of Denver, a municipal corporation, Agency.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Appellant, Catherine Martinez, appeals the March 8, 2012 denial of her
grievance by her employer, the Denver Sheriff's Department (Agency}. A hearing
concerning this appeal was conducted by Bruce A. Plotkin, on November 8 and 9,
2012. Richard Stubbs, Assist. City Atty., represented the Agency. Marcy Ongert, Esq.,
and Dan Foster, Esq., both of the firm Foster Graham Milstein & Calisher LLP,
represented Appellant. Agency exhibits 1-85 were admitted. These witnesses testified
for the Agency: Evan Axelrod, Psy.D.; Sgt. Christine Martinez; Director Gary Wilson;
Major Phazaria Koonce; Capt. Connie Coyle; and Melissa Miera, Sr. HR Rep. Appellant
testified on her own behalf and presented the following additional witnesses: Jeanne
Floerke, Psy.D.; Deputy Terri Eddy; and Sgt. Jeremy Heinrichs. Dr. Floerke testified by
telephone. Appellant also presented the deposition testimony of John Panouo, MD.
The parties stipulated to the following facts which are incorporated into this Decision.
Appellant is employed by the Department of Safety, Denver Sheriff
Department as a deputy sheriff.
On February 14, 2012, Sgt. Christine Martinez sent a memorandum to Major
Phazaria Koonce.
On February 15, 2012, Major Koonce requested the Appellant undergo a
fitness for duty evaluation.
On February 16, 2012, Nicoletti/Flater Associates, PLLP, prepared a Fitness for
Duty Evaluation which stated Appellant was not fit for duty as a deputy sheriff.
On February 17, 2012, Capt. Coyle sent a letter to Appellant.
In a letter dated March 27, 2012, Capt. Coyle informed Appellant to report for
a fitness for duty re-evaluation on April 3, 2012 at 0900 hours.
On or about March 16, 2012, the appellant filed an appeal with the Career
Service Hearing Office.

II. ISSUES
The following issues were presented for appeal. 1
Whether the Hearings Office has jurisdiction over this appeal.

Whether the Agency's requiring Appellant to submit to a fitness for duty
examination violated the Agency's Departmental Order (DO) 2730.1 F.
Whether the Agency's placement of Appellant on unpaid leave violated Career
Service Rules (CSR) 16-50 B. 3, 16-70, and 16-732 as an improper constructive
suspension or reduction in pay without such due process as is required by Rule 16.
Whether the Agency's placement of the Appellant on "Constructive Family
Medical Leave" violated DO 2052.1 A, CSR 11-150, or CSR 11 151.
Whether the Agency's deduction of sick leave from Appellant's leave bank
violated DO 2053. l (D) or CSR 10-33.
If the Agency violated any of these orders or rules, whether the Appellant's pay,
benefits, or status was negatively impacted by such violation.
If the Agency violated any of the above-stated orders or rules, what remedy is
appropriate.
Ill. FINDINGS
Appellant has been a deputy sheriff with the Denver Sheriff's Department for 16
years. The main duties of a deputy sheriff are care, custody and control of inmates.
On February 14, 2012, Appellant was on duty at the Denver County Jail when she
received a phone call from Deputy Purdy. Purdy, who has a reputation of being
unduly abrasive, [Sgt. Martinez testimony], complained about Appellant's handling of
an inmate's transfer. Purdy repeatedly interrupted Appellant's explanations. Earlier,
Purdy had called to complain about Appellant's handling of an inmate's missing food
tray. Purdy reported the incident to Major Koonce, accusing Appellant of not
watching inmates closely enough. In addition, the two deputies had a dispute over
an incident a month earlier involving instructions by Purdy' s husband, a sergeant in the
Agency.
After the second call with Purdy ended, and Appellant had already hung up the
phone, she slammed down the receiver two or three more times while yelling "I'm sick
1 Appellant withdrew her originally-filed claims of discrimination. administrative leave tCSR I 0-68). and leave (DO 2053. l {8) et seq.)
prior to hearing. By pre-hearing order. Appellant's disqualification (CSR 14-20 et seq.), retaliation, and claims under CSR I 0-67,
Administrative Leave, were dismissed before hearing. Claims and defenses remained a work in progress throughout the pre-hearing phase,
and to a lesser degree, during hearing, therefore. I relied on Appellant's Second Amended Pre-hearing Statement as her final ~tatement of
claims since non-jurisdictional claims raised for the first time during hearing would be untimely.
1
While Appellant referred only broadly to Rule 16, these are the only specific rules which conceivably apply, given the context created by
the remainder of Appellant's appeal documents.
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of this fucking shit," in the presence of inmates and other officers, including her
supervisor, Sergeant Christine Martinez. Appellant left her post to go to the nearby
bathroom, and slammed the door behind her.
Sgt. Martinez gave the Appellant some time to cool off, entered the bathroom,
and asked Appellant to accompany her to the Sergeant's office. Sgt. Heinrichs joined
the meeting. Martinez asked Appellant what prompted the outburst. Appellant
vented her frustrations with Purdy, then calmed down.
Sgt. Martinez consulted with her supervisor, Major Koonce. Koonce obtained the
approval of Chief Diggins and Director/Undersheriff Gary Wilson, then instructed Sgt.
Martinez to order Appellant to report the next day to the Internal Affairs Bureau (IA)
where she was to be referred for a fitness for duty evaluation (FFDE). [Exhibit 2].
Appellant became sufficiently upset about the turn of events that, with Sgt. Martinez'
approval, she went home for the remainder of her shift. Sgt. Martinez called Appellant
at home later that night to make sure she arrived safely, to provide the phone number
for the Office of Employee Assistance, and to provide her own cell phone number.
The next day, February 15, the Appellant reported as instructed to Major Brown in
IA. Brown ordered Appellant to report the following day for an FFDE. Brown also
informed Appellant she was being placed on paid administrative leave pending the
FFDE. [Exhibit 3].
Appellant reported February 16 to Nicoletti/Flater, a consulting firm paid by the
Agency to conduct fitness for duty evaluations. Evan Axelrod, a psychologist
employed by that firm, administered the FFDE3 and found Appellant not fit for duty
based upon: Capt. Coyle's one-page referral memorandum, [Exhibit 4]; Axelrod's
interview with the Appellant; and three psychological tests he administered. [Exhibit 8].
Axelrod notified the Agency of his conclusion the following day, February 17.
When the Agency received the FFDE, it notified Appellant ( 1) her paid
administrative leave was being converted immediately to unpaid leave; (2) she would
have to use her own sick and vacation time in order to be paid; (3) her leave would
be designated "constructive Family Medical Leave;" and (4) she would remain on
unpaid leave until such time as she could pass a fitness for duty re-evaluation at
Nicoletti/Flater. [Exhibit 5].
Axelrod recommended that, in order for Appellant to pass a re-evaluation, she
should submit to a physical exam to rule out any physical reason for her mental state,
participate in counseling to learn better coping skills, and obtain a medication
evaluation to determine if her medications were optimal. Finally, Axelrod
recommended Appellant provide letters from her doctors clearing her medically and
psychologically. [Exhibit 8-4, 8-5].
Appellant disagreed with the recommendations, but followed them. She filed a
grievance with the Agency on February 29, 201 2, [Exhibit 9], alleging the Agency
3 Evan Axelrod, Psy.D., defined an FFDE as testing to ensure a public safety officer is capable offunctioning in her position and whether
that officer is a threat to herself or others. [Axelrod testimony].
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violated Departmental Order (DO}2052.1 and Career Service Rule {CSR) 11 for placing
her on "constructive FMLA." She also alleged the Agency violated DO 2053. l Band
CSR 10 by requiring her to use her own sick leave even though she was not sick. [/dJ.
Director Wilson denied the grievance in its entirety on March 8, 2012. [Exhibit l O]. This
appeal followed timely on March 16.

Appellant's doctors refused to fill out the "constructive FMLA" paperwork
provided by the Agency because they did not believe she suffered from a "serious
health condition" as is required to qualify for FMLA leave. [Exhibit 71, p.14, lines 3-22:
p.39, lines 18-23; Floerke testimony]. Moreover, her medical doctor believed
Appellant's pre-existing medical conditions, including migraine headaches, were
under control by present medication, and did not prevent her from performing the
duties of her position. [Exhibit 71, p.34, lines 14-24].
Appellant submitted letters from her doctors to the Agency on March 27. [Exhibit
63; Exhibit 66]. The letters stated there was no problem with Appellant's treatment and
no reason for her to remain away from work. The Agency scheduled a re-evaluation
of the Appellant on April 3, 2012, [Exhibit 7). Axelrod found Appellant was "fit for duty
with considerations," which he described as being "capable of fulfilling her duties
assuming she follows all guidelines outlined by the employer and by the report."
[Exhibit 30-2]. The Agency cleared Appellant to return to work on April 6, [Exhibit 32],
and she resumed her duties on her next work day, April 9, 2012.
IV. ANALYSIS
A. Review and Jurisdiction

1. Review. I am required to conduct a de novo review, meaning to consider all
the evidence as though no previous action had been taken. Turner v. Rossmiller, 532
P.2d 751 (Colo. App. 1975).
2. Jurisdiction. The Agency made two jurisdictional arguments: (1) Since all
Appellant claims in this case are covered by the collective bargaining agreement
(CBA) between Appellant's union and the Agency, [Exhibit 44L then the CBA usurps
jurisdiction of the Hearings Office to hear any of her claims; (2) The Hearing Office lacks
jurisdiction over Appellant's constructive suspension/temporary reduction in pay
claims, as both were filed outside the jurisdictional deadlines for those claims.
Appeilant responded that her constructive suspension and reduction in pay claims
were filed timely on February 29, 2012.
The Career Service Rules, under authority derived from the City's Charter, confer
limited jurisdiction on the Hearing Office. The Charter states "[t]he [Career Service]
Board shall, pursuant to its own rulemaking procedures, adopt, administer and enforce
rules necessary to foster and maintain a merit-based personnel system ... including
appeals from actions of appointing authorities to the Board and any hearing officers
appointed by the Board." [Charter section 9. l . l]. Career Service Rule 19 specifies
those matters over which the Hearing Office takes jurisdiction. For Career Service
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employee's appeals, Hearing Office jurisdiction is limited to two broad categories 4 :
direct appeals and complaint/grievance appeals. Appellant's claim regarding
constructive suspension falls under the direct appeals enumerated in CSR 19-10 A. l .
The remainder of Appellant's claims fall under the subject matter jurisdiction specified
by CSR 19-10 A. 2. b. i., regarding grievance appeals. A claim under that provision
requires an employee to allege the agency violated a Career Service Rule, City
Charter provision, City Ordinance, Executive Order, or written agency policy. In
addition, the employee must allege facts which, if proven, would show the agency's
violation negatively affected the employee's pay, benefits, or status. Appellant's
grievance claims met both criteria.
A CBA does not divest the Hearing Office of jurisdiction even if it overlaps a
subject matter within the Hearing Office jurisdiction. Hearing Office jurisdiction is a
creation of law (the City Charter and Career Service Board rulemaking authority),
while a CBA is a creation of contract. A contractual agreement between parties may
not usurp jurisdictional authority over them conferred by law. Lane v. Urgitus, 145 P.3d
672 (Colo.,2006) ("ft is one thing to arbitrate a dispute pursuant to the terms of an
arbitration agreement in lieu of a tribunal action. ft is quite a different matter to
construe a contract provision to divest tribunals of jurisdiction to resolve whatever
dispute may arise ... "). While a hearing officer has no jurisdiction to determine whether
an agency regulation violates its CBA, [in re Espinosa, CSB 30-05, 2 (8/23/06}, that is not
the issue here. A hearing officer has jurisdiction over the application of the Career
Service Rules to the facts of an appeal and, via CSR 16-60 L., also has jurisdiction over
the application of agency rules to the facts of an appeal, even when the agency's
CBA addresses the same matter.
Regarding the Agency's other jurisdictional argument concerning the timeliness of
Appellant's constructive suspension/reduction-in-pay claim, that claim is dismissed for
lack of standing, for reasons specified below at section IV. C. 4. Consequently, I do
not reach Agency's jurisdictional argument here.
B. Burden and Standard of Proof

The Appellant retains the burden of persuasion, throughout the case, to prove for
each of her grievance claims, that the Agency's actions (l) violated a Career Service
Rule or Agency rule, (2) resulting in a negative impact on her pay, benefits or status.
[CSR 19-10 A. 2.b.i.]. The standard by which Appellant must prove each claim is a
preponderance of the evidence.

C. Agency violations alleged by the Appellant
1. Fitness for Duty Examination (FFDE)]under DO 2730.1 F
At various stages of the case, the Agency cited different bases of authority
justifying an FFDE, including: the Americans with Disabilities Act, [Agency's Brief
Regarding Issues Related to Fitness for Duty Evaluation (filed April 25, 2012)]: DSD Order
2730.1 F [Agency's Closing Argument, p.23]: direct order of a supervisor [Exhibit 3]; and
4 The Rules list a third category

bonus/incentive payments [CSR 19-10 A. 3.]
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but only to state such matters are not appealable.

the Agency's Collective Bargaining Agreement [Agency's Closing Argument p. 13,
citing the CBA Exhibit 44-27@ 17.1 (b)J. Appellant claimed the Agency was unjustified
in ordering her to undergo an FFDE based on a case she cited under the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA). The ADA is inapplicable here.
The Career Service Rules do not address FFDEs. In the present case, the correct
standard to assess the propriety of requiring Appellant to submit to an FFDE is
Departmental Order 2730.1 F, (pursuant to CSR 19-10 A.2.b.i.j which states:
Special Examinations:
Employees may be required by their supervisors to report for medical tests or
for a special physical or mental examination. If the supervisor believes that an
employee cannot perform the duties of the position in an acceptable manner
due to medical problems or disabilities, a fitness for duty examination may be
required.
[Exhibit 47-2].
The first sentence of this rule grants supervisors the authority to require
subordinates to report for fitness for duty and other examinations. The second
sentence contains two elements defining the conditions under which the supervisor
may refer the employee for such an examination: First, the supervisor must believe the
subordinate is incapable of performing her duties in an acceptable manner. For this
element, a reasonable person standard must be imputed to the "supervisor's belief..."
Otherwise the rule would become impermissibly subjective.
The second element of the second sentence requires the supervisor to have a
reasonable belief (with "reasonable" also necessarily inferred} that the employee's
incapacity is due to a medical problem or medical disability. Koonce was the
supervisor who required Appellant to report for an FFDE. The first issue to resolve is
whether Koonce had a reasonable basis to believe Appellant was incapable of
performing her duties acceptably on February 14 due to a medical problem or
disability. If Koonce's referral was reasonable, then the accuracy of the
Nicoletti/Flater conclusion may be evaluated.
a. Reasonableness of Koonce's belief that Appellant was incapable of
erformin her duties due to a medical roblem or disabili . Koonce was not present
at the time of the February 14 incident. She stated the basis for her characterization of
Appellant having a ''breakdown,·• derived from reports by Sgts. Martinez and Heinrichs,
[Exhibit 6, citing Exhibits 2; 16]. However, Sgt. Martinez testified she did not use such a
characterization, [Sgt. Martinez cross-exam], and neither her report, nor that of
Heinrich, used any such description.
Moreover, Sgt. Martinez, who worked closely with Appellant as her supervisor and
knew her well, testified that, once Appellant calmed down, she (Sgt. Martinez) was
willing to reassign Appellant to another post rather than send her home, and,
importantly, did not have any concerns about Appellant's mental or physical health
that night; nor did she find Appellant was a risk to others or herself. [Sgt. Martinez cross6

exam]. Sgt. Martinez also agreed Appellant may have just been having a bad day.
[Sgt. Martinez cross-exam], She also acknowledged Appellant had a personality clash
with Purdy, that others have complained about Purdy's abrasiveness, and that
Appellant's frustrations with Purdy were legitimate. [Id].
Deputy Sheriff Terri Eddy testified she has known the Appellant since both began
working at the Agency, Eddy was present during the February 14 incident and
observed the Appellant was angry but not out of control. Eddy noted Appellant's
normal voice is louder than most, and noted the use of profanity is commonplace. "It's
pretty much frequent considering our clientele." Eddy noted she was disciplined for
hanging up on a co-worker she felt was harassing her, but was not sent for an FFDE.
[Eddy testimony].

Sgt. Heinrichs, who attended the meeting called by Sgt. Martinez immediately
after the incident, also did not believe the Appellant was having a breakdown, but
was just upset. He believed once Appellant calmed down she could have returned to
her duties. [Heinrichs testimony].
Thus, according to those knew Appellant well and who directly observed her
conduct on February 14, none believed Appellant's conduct may have stemmed
from a physical or mental disability. They found Appellant was capable of performing
her duties after her outburst, and that she was not a threat to herself or others. Their
testimony stands in marked contrast to Koonce's referral based on Appellant's
"breakdown," and Coy!e's reference letter to Nicoletti/Flater stating Appellant was
"out of control." Those terms are laden with pejorative, mental-health inference.
[Axelrod cross-exam].
In light of the evidence, Koonce did not have ( 1) a reasonable basis to believe
Appellant was incapable of performing her duties in an acceptable manner following
her outburst and (2) did not have a reasonable basis to believe the outburst may have
been due to medical problems or disabilities. Instead, it appears Koonce
misconstrued the information she received from subordinates. As found below,
Appellant's benefits were negatively impacted by the Agency's referral. [See analysis
of FMLA claim, below]. Consequently, the Agency's FFDE referral was a violation of
DO 2730.1 F.
b. Accuracy of the Nicoletti/Flater FFDE. Since Appellant proved the Agency
violated DO 2730.1 F by referring her for an FFDE, then the FFDE "not fit for duty"
conclusion may not ratify an unjustified referral even if its findings were accurate. By
way of illustration from the criminal context, the seizure of an illicit substance may not
be justified by an unlawful search. Moreover, Axelrod's conclusion was based, in part,
upon inaccurate information. Coyle's referral letter contained an incorrect
characterization of Appellant as "out of control," [Exhibit 4], and Axelrod apparently
misunderstood Appellant's migraine headache on February 14. [Exhibit 8-2].
Appellant acknowledged she had a migraine that day, but already had it under
control with medication and was suffering no ill effects at the time of her outburst.
[Appellant testimony].
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Axelrod also based his conclusion on three personality tests 5 he administered to
Appellant, [Exhibit 8-4}, from which he concluded:
1. Deputy Martinez scored similar to individuals who tend to report head pain.
Individuals who score similarly may be prone to developing physical
symptoms in response to stress and have difficulty concentrating.
2. Deputy Martinez scored similar to individuals who report specific fears of
certain animals and acts of nature.
3. Deputy Martinez scored similar to individuals who may be described as
overly dramatic and needing to be the center of attention.
4. Deputy Martinez scored similar to individuals whose reasoning abilities are
below average. Individuals who score similarly tend to be concrete thinkers
and may have difficulty learning new information quickly and efficiently. They
,.~,,..,,...may also have difficulty with judgment and decision-making.
5. Deputy Martinez scored similar to individuals who are interpersonally
deferential and who may have difficulty asserting themselves effectively and
appropriately.
6. Deputy Martinez scored similar to individuals who tend to be overly
traditional in their way of thinking. Individuals who score similarly may be slow
to adapt to change.
[Exhibit 8-3, 8-4].
The most important responsive evidence to Axelrod's conclusion was the
testimony of Dr. Floerke, Appellant's psychologist. Floerke is experienced in
administering and analyzing the same tests administered by Axelrod. She reviewed
the FFDE and found "nothing concerning" in it. Contrary to Axelrod, Floerke found the
Appellant's actions on 2/14, were not reasons to find she was incapable of fulfilling her
duties. Floerke's testimony was credible and entitled to as much weight as that of
Axelrod based on her experience and credentials.
According to Axelrod, the purpose of an FFDE is to determine whether an officer is
capable of performing the essential functions of her position and whether she is a
threat to herself or others. [Axelrod testimony @ 3: l l :25; Exhibit 8-1]. Axelrod' s
conclusions - that Appellant was incapable of performing the essential functions of her
position and was a threat to herself or others - were not established by a
preponderance of the evidence.
The FFDE is an important tool for supervisors who are concerned about the wellbeing of their subordinates. This is particularly true in the Sheriff's Department where
safety is a paramount consideration in light of its increasing population of mental

5 the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality lnventory-2 Restructured Form; the Millon Clinical ~1ultiaxial Inventory-3; and 16 Personality
Factors.
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health inmates. [Wilson testimony; Koonce testimony] .6 In availing themselves of DO
2730.1 F, Agency supervisors are not required to make precise psychological
assessments, and they needn't be proven correct when they determine whether an
FFD exam is appropriate. It is required, however, that a supervisor have a reasonable
basis under this rule for requiring a subordinate to submit to an FFDE. No such basis
existed in this case.
2. DO 2052.1 A; CSR 11-150; CSR 11-151 "Constructive FMLA."
The Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993, 29 USC 2601 et seq./ (FMLAL requires
such employers as the City of Denver, to grant leave to an employee who has a
serious health condition which renders her unable to perform her job. The Career
Service Rules adopted the FMLA and its interpretive regulations into its own leave rules.
CSR 11-150-151. The Agency adopted DO 2052.1 A in order to comply with both the
FMLA and the Career Service leave rules. Appellant claimed that, by "forcedesignating" her leave as FMLA, the Agency violated DO 2052. l A CSR 11-150, and
CSRll-151.
The federal regulations governing an employer's designation 7 and restoration of
FMLA-designated leave include two pertinent provisions. The first states:
The employer's designation decision must be based only on information
received from the employee or the employee's spokesperson.
(29 CFR 825.208 (a)].
Since the Appellant objected to designation of her FFDE absence as FMLArelated, and her doctors refused to designate that leave as FMLA-related, the Agency
decision to designate Appellant's leave as FMLA-qualifying was not based on
information received from Appellant or any spokesperson, and therefore violated this
requirement. The next pertinent regulations states:
If the medical certifications fail to confirm that the reason for the absence was
an FMLA reason, the employer must withdraw the designation (with written
notice to the employee).
[29 CFR 825.208(e){2) (parenthetic statement in the original)]. In addition to the
federal regulations, the Agency's FMLA rule specifies:
To qualify as FMLA leave under this policy, the employee must be
taking leave for one ( 1) of the reasons listed below
... [t]he serious health condition of the employee.

6 Wilson testified that state budget cuts forced the closure of a separate mental he-alth facility, causing that population to shift to the county
jaiL [Wilson testimony].
7 An employer may force an employee to accept designation of leave as FMLA if the employee has a serious health condition.
Importantly, the Nicoletti/Flater fitness for duty evaluation did not assess whether the Appellant suffered from a serious health condition.
[Axelrod testimony]. Appellant's doctors found she did not suffer from a serious health condition and her doctors refused to fill out FMLA
paperwork for that reason. [Floerke testimony; Exhibit 71, p.11 @ 23-25, p.12@ 1-16, p.13@ 17-25; p. 14@ 1-22; Exhibit 28].
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[Exhibit 45-3}. The other specified reasons relate to family members or military
caregivers. Neither status is relevant here.
Since Appellant and her medical providers refused to designate her FFDE
absence as FMLA-qualifying, then the medical certification sent by the Agency to
Appellants' providers, but not returned, failed to confirm her absence was due to a
serious health condition as defined by the FMLA. Consequently the Agency was
obligated to withdraw its designation of Appellant's leave as FMLA, pursuant to 29 CFR
825.208(e)(2), above, and, implicitly, was obligated to restore Appellant's FMLA leave
bank nunc pro tune February 16, 2012. The Agency's failure to do so was a violation of
this federal regulation and a violation of DO 2052. l A.
The Agency claimed it was justified in designating Appellant's leave as FMLA,
although Appellant did not request FMLA leave and, as acknowledged by the
Agency's Senior HR Representative Melissa Miera, a final determination cannot be
made as to whether an employee suffers from a qualifying condition under the FMLA
until after the Agency receives paperwork back from the employee's healthcare
provider. Incongruously, Miera stated since the Appellant never provided any
paperwork from a healthcare provider, she concluded Appellant was unable to
perform the essential functions of her job. [Miera testimony}. Thus, without justification,
Miera emailed Director Gary Wilson, stating if the Appellant failed to return the FMLA
paperwork Miera sent to her, that HR would "force-designate her leave as FMLA."
[Exhibit 26-1].
Despite Miera's acknowledgment that no medical provider found Appellant had
a serious health condition, Miera "assumed" the FFDE was based on the same
condition for which Appellant previously qualified for FMLA leave. [/d; Exhibit 14, 15;
Miera cross-exam]. Finally, without reference to any legal authority, Miera stated an
employee who is found not fit for duty automatically qualifies her for FMLA leave.
[Miera cross-exam]. In sum, Miera's force-designation lacked a foundation under any
applicable rule, regulation, or law. The inquiry does not end there, however.
Although the Agency violated the above-stated regulations, rules, and order,
the Appellant failed to establish her second requirement - to establish what negative
impact that violation had on her FMLA benefit. [CSR 19-10 A.2.b.iJ. Appellant argued
she had to work even though she was ill in order to protect her FMLA bank. However,
she failed to establish any day or event for which she qualified for FMLA leave but did
not declare it as such due to the Agency's reduction of her FMLA bank. Appellant's
closing statement declared she "reasonably feared that she could be disciplined for
unauthorized leave if she exhausted her FML entitlement but missed work because of
a migraine or other illness." An employee's speculation about lost pay, benefits, or
status is an insufficient basis to establish such loss. Appellant provided no other
evidence she actually was, or should have been, absent due to an FMLA-qualifying
reason on a specified day when she had insufficient FMLA leave: Consequently,
Appellant failed to prove the Agency's violations of the above regulations, rules, and
order negatively impacted her FMLA benefit, the second prong of her grievance
claims based on DO 2052.1 A, CSR 11-150, and CSR 11-151.
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3. DO 2053.1 D. Employee use of Leave and Time-Off. [Exhibit 46]. Appellant
claimed "the Agency violated its leave policies by requiring [me] to use banked sick
and vacation when [IJ was not sick or on vacation" [Appellant's Second Amended
Pre-hearing Statement]. While this rule prohibits an employee from taking unauthorized
leave, nothing in the rule prevents the Agency from designating leave as it sees fit.
Appellant failed to establish that the Agency violated this rule.
There is an important distinction that justifies finding the Agency did not violate
this rule, while finding the Agency violated DO 2052.1 A et seq., CSR 11-150, and CSR
11-151, immediately above. The FMLA regulations, CSR 11-150, CSR 11-151, and DO
2052. l A. limit the authority of the Agency to designate an employee's leave as
qualifying under those rules. On the other hand, DO 2053. l D limits the employee's
reasons for taking leave, 8 but does not limit the Agency's authority to choose how to
designate it. Thus, under DO 2053.1 D, the Agency is not constrained to designate an
employee's absence as sick leave even though the employee is so constrained. In
essence Appellant's argument is "what's good for the goose is good for the gander;"
but the plain language of the two orders does not support such an interpretation.
4. CSR 19-10 A. 1. b. (Constructive) Suspension/Temporary Reduction in Pay.
Appellant argued that, by removing her from active, paid status, the Agency
essentially disciplined her without resort to due process as required under the Career
Service Rules. The Agency responded that no discipline was intended and none was
assessed. [Appellant written closing argument; Agency written closing argument].
The Agency's allegations appear sufficient to have charged Appellant with one
or more violations of the Career Service disciplinary rules, so it is puzzling why the
Agency chose to wade into the murky waters of the Appellant's mental state. [See
a/so In re Cullen, CSB 165-04 ( l /18/07). That being said, it is within the Agency's
discretion to charge or not to charge an employee with a violation of the Career
Service disciplinary rules. Appellant's claim places her in the odd position of
complaining that the Agency should have disciplined her pursuant to CSR 16 but did
not. She lacks standing to invoke such a complaint. This claim is therefore dismissed.
5. CSR l 0-33 Using Sick Leave. This rule, as DO 2053.1 D., above, establishes
permissible reasons and procedures for an employee to use sick leave. The
prohibitions in this rule, as for DO 2053. l D, above, apply to the employee, not to an
agency's election to designate an absence as sick !eave even if the employee is not
sick. Appellant failed to prove the Agency violated this rule.

8 e.g. ·'[t]alsc or fraudulent use ofleavc shall be cause for disciplinary action ... " [Exhibit 46-1 ]. or "[t)he Director of Corrections and
Undersheriff or designee may also require [medical documentation] for any absence/leave where the employee is using sick leave.
regardless of the duration of the leave. An employee who fails to provide the requested documentation may be subject to disciplinary
action."
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V. SUMMARY OF THE DISPOSITION OF CLAIMS

A. Jurisdiction: established. Agency's motion to dismiss, based on lack of jurisdiction,
is denied.
B. DO 2730.1 F: Agency violated this rule, resulting in a negative impact on Appellant's
pay and leave benefits.
C. DO 2052. lA: CSR 11-150: CSR 11-151 "Constructive FMLA":

Agency violated these rules, resulting in a negative impact on Appellant's benefits.
D. DO 2053.1 D: Appellant failed to establish that the Agency violated this rule.
E. CSR 19-10 A. 1. b. (Constructive) Suspension/Temporary Reduction in Pay:

Dismissed for lack of standing.
F. CSR 10-33 Using Sick Leave: Appellant failed to establish Agency violated this rule.
VI. ORDERS / REMEDIES

A. Introduction

In a successful appeal, the appellant should be returned to her status quo ante to
the largest extent possible, meaning to return her to the status she had before the
Agency action which diminished or removed that status. In the appeal of a
grievance, if the agency violated a rule as specified in CSR 19-10 A. 2. b., and that
violation had a negative impact on the employee's pay, benefits, or status, the
remedy should restore the employee, to the greatest possible extent, to the status she
had before the violation. The Agency's placement of Appellant on non-duty, non-pay
status from February 17, 2012 through April 5, 2012, was a direct consequence of the
Agency's violation of those rules specified above. In order to restore the Appellant to
her status quo ante, the following orders and remedies enter.
B. ORDERS

1. The Agency's referral of Appellant for an FFDE on February 16, 2012, is REVERSED.
2. The Agency's removal of Appellant from pay and duty status, from February 17,
2012, through April 5, 2012, is REVERSED.
C. REMEDIES

1. Pay and Benefits. The Agency shall restore all pay and benefits removed from
Appellant from February 17, 2012 through April 5, 2012.
2. Personnel Record. The Agency shall remove all references to Appellant's FFDE
from Appellant's personnel records.
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Appellant requested additional remedies. The following orders enter with respect
to those additionally-requested remedies.
3. Third party assessment of Appellant's fitness for duty. The reversal of the Agency
action in referring Appellant for an FFDE, renders this request moot.
4. Restoration of FMLA leave. As stated above, Appellant failed to establish her
entitlement to restoration of FMLA leave. This matter is, therefore, moot.
5. Rule change. Appellant requested a rule change to fill a gap leading to this
appeal. 9 There is no Agency or Career Service Rule which addresses the pay status
of an employee who is found not fit for duty. [See, e.g. Agency's written closing
statement, p.18-19). While a rule change might prevent similar entanglements in
the future, hearing officers are not empowered to grant this remedy. 10 This remedy
is denied for lack of jurisdiction.
DONE January 22, 2013.
Bruce A. Plotkin
Career Service Board Hearing Officer

NOTICE OF RIGHT TO FILE PETITION FOR REVIEW
A party may petition the Career Service Board for review of this decision in
accordance with the requirements of CSR§ 19-60 et seq. within fifteen calendar days
after the date of mailing of the Hearing Officer's decision, as stated in the certificate of
mailing below. The Career Service Rules are available at
http://www.denvergov.org/EmployeeResources/RulesandPolicies/tabid/ 432517 /Defau
lt.aspx.
All petitions for review must be filed by mail, hand delivery, or fax as follows:
BY MAIL OR PERSONAL DELIVERY:
Career Service Board
c/o Employee Relations
201 W. Colfax Avenue, Dept. 412
Denver CO 80202

BY FAX:
(720) 913-5720
Fax transmissions of more than ten pages will not be accepted.
9 Appeal auachment, p.2. Appellant appears to have abandoned this prayer for relief in subsequent pleadings. and in her written closing
statement. However, unlike other abandoned and dismissed claims, she did not specifically withdraw this claim, so I address it here.
10
Rulemaking authority is reserved to the Caret,T Service Board, [Charter sec. 9. I. I, CSR 2-l O B; 2-20), and to the agencies as permitted
by the Career Service Rules.
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